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Task: Develop a new metallic catalyst for a surface reaction

Host metal + dopant
≃ 30 × 30 = 900

Host surface
≃3−5

Dopant adsorpotion site
≃ 30

Reaction intermediates
≃ 10

Combinatorial design space: ≃ 105 − 106 possibilities
Systematic experiments: Time and cost intensive
⇒ Computational screening to complement and accelerate
Harvest curated data bases
Data-driven methods and statistical learning

⇒ Regular need of millions of first-principle calculations
Noteworthy share of world’s supercomputing resources
Growing list of data / workflow management tools
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Sketch of high-throughput workflows
o
DFT PBE stability
DFT PBE band gap
Hybrid-DFT band gap
Beyond DFT
Design funnel for photovoltaic materials

Workflow for computing elasticity tensors

Many parameters to choose (algorithms, tolerances, models)
Elaborate heuristics: Failure rate ≃ 1%
Still: Thousands of failed calculations
⇒ Wasted resources & increased human attention (limits througput)

Goal: Self-adapting black-box algorithms
Transform empirical wisdom to built-in convergence guarantees
Requires: Uncertainty quantification & error estimation
⇒ Understand where and how to spend efforts best
G. Hautier Comput. Mater. Sci. 164, 108 (2019); L. Himanen et. al. Adv. Science 6, 1900808 (2019).
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Opportunities for mathematical research
Gap: Mathematical understanding & simulation practice
Broad range of concerned mathematical fields:
Optimisation, numerical linear algebra, analysis of PDEs,
uncertainty quantification, model order reduction, . . .

Application domain: Source for research problems
Large-scale eigenvalue problems
(L. Lin, Y. Saad, C. Yang, . . . )

Acceleration, fixed-point methods
(T. Kelly, A. Miedlar, Y. Saad, R. Schneider, H. vd. Vorst, H. Walker, . . . )

Non-linear PDEs
(Z. Bai, E. Cancès, G. Friesecke, M. Lewin, I. Sigal, . . . )

Application domain: Source for new methods
Davidson diagonalisation (H. vd. Vorst, . . . )
Thorough exploration of Anderson-type acceleration (see above)

17 minisymposia at SIAM in 2021/22 (-CSE, -LA, -MS, -PP, -UQ)
with contributions related to electronic-structure theory
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(Exaggerative) state of codes in this field
Mathematical research

Application research

Goal: Numerical experiments

Goal: Modelling physics

Scope: Reduced models

Scope: All relevant systems

High-level language:
Matlab, python, . . .

Mix of languages:
C, FORTRAN, python, . . .

Lifetime: 1 paper

Lifetime: 100 manyears

Size: < 1k lines

Size: 100k – 1M lines

Does not care about performance

Obliged to write performant code

Working with these codes requires different skillsets
⇒ Orthogonal developer & user communities

Obstacle for knowledge transfer:
Mathematical methods never tried in practical setting
(and may well not work well in the real world)

Some issues cannot be studied with mathematical codes
(and mathematicians may never get to know of them)

What about emerging hardware, accelerators, performance?
Should be the regime of Computer Science (yet another community)
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Difficulties of interdisciplinary research
Community conventions (e.g. publication culture)
Language barriers and context-sensitive terms
Speed of research (development of model vs. its analysis)
A social problem . . .
(Communication, convention, compromises, . . . )

. . . that is cemented in software:
Priorities differ ⇒ What is considered “a good code” differs
Insurmountable obstacles to integrate codes
Collaborations can stop before they begin . . .

Hypothesis: People compose if software composes
Thanks to Alan Edelman for inspiring discussions
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The CESMIX project — https://cesmix.mit.edu
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Goal: Integrated materials modelling workflow (2021–2026)
A whole bunch of software from a whole bunch of communities
Combustable flow simulations
Classical dynamics
Quantum-chemical modelling
Uncertainty quantification
Compilers and domain-specific languages
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Building a cross-community software stack
Lessons learned:
Technologies built for one platform may not work on others.
Software integration is hard work

Integration discussions had unexpected catalytic effects:
Each party better understands their role in the project
⇒ As software composes, communities compose

Key goal: How can we lower the barrier to integrate:
Scientists
Commercial software packages
Legacy software
New software
Large software
Small academic projects
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But we want a lot from good software . . .

Integration across communities (users, developers, scientists)
Maintainability
Reproducibility
Portability (future technologies & hardware)
Performance
...
Can we the get the best in each category?
Probably not . . .

To maximise integration: Where should we compromise?
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What would it take to make software integration easier?

Speculation: We need a large open-source community
Necessary ingredients: Change of research culture
Publishing papers is not be the primary
Performance numbers are not be the primary
Writing composable software is the primary

My personal motivations for using

:

Welcoming open-source community culture
Composability is easy
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The

programming language
Walks like Python, talks like Lisp, runs like FORTRAN
Feels like scripting language, but compiled to native code
High-level and fast
Avoids two-language problem
Iterative code optimisation (without rewrite)

Painless generics and abstract code
Simplifies code reuse
Enables unusual code reinterpretation (Algorithmic differentiation,
symbolics)

Separation of efforts within collaborations

Rich package ecosystem
Optimisation, PDEs, statistics, data science, ML, HPC, GPUs,
linear algebra, physical modelling . . .
Excellent foreign-language support (python, C, FORTRAN)
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The magic of
Abstraction to encode behaviour in generic way: (type domain)
transpose(A::Matrix{Float64})::Transpose{Float64,Matrix{Float64}}

Specialisation of functions to produce optimal code
Multiple dispatch to select optimised behaviour
randn(N, M) * randn(K, M)'

# Matrix * Transpose{Matrix}

# calls into ...
function mul!(C::Matrix{T}, A::Matrix{T}, Bt::Transpose{<:Matrix{T}}, a, b
) where {T<:BlasFloat}
gemm_wrapper!(C, 'N', 'T', A, B, MulAddMul(a, b))
end

⇒ Expressive & extremely concise syntax
⇒ Separates the what and the how
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Separating the what from the how
Why is this separation so important for composable software?
Consider the goal: Modelling a physical system
Traditionally users code in detail how the computation should
proceed (Imperative programming)
How
How
How
How
...

=
=
=
=

architecture
algorithm
memory layout
discretisation

But all this has nothing to do with physics!
(and not always the maths focus either . . . )
Can the how be abstracted away?
Let’s see some
developments
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HPC abstractions
Accelerators
CUDA.jl

Shared Mem Distributed

OneAPI.jl

A = rand(10, 10); A = A + A' + 10I; x = rand(10)
function power_method(A, x; niter=100)
for i = 1:niter
x = A * x
x ./= norm(x)
end
x
end

using LinearMaps, IterativeSolvers
itinv(A) = LinearMap(x -> cg(A, x), size(A)...)
using CUDA
power_method(itinv(CuArray(A)), CuArray(x))
using AMDGPU
power_method(itinv(ROCArray(A)), ROCArray(x))
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Code is math: E.g. Gridap.jl2

Customisable
finite-element package
High-level syntax for specifying weak forms1
(Interior penalty DG method for the Poisson equation)

High-level abstractions: Compiles to native CPU / GPU code
Works for custom FE spaces without modifying Gridap.jl code
1

Full code: https://github.com/gridap/Gridap.jl/blob/master/test/GridapTests/PoissonDGTests.jl

2

F. Verdugo and S. Badia Comput. Phys. Commun. 276, 108341 (2022)
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Code reinterpretation & self-implementing features
using OrdinaryDiffEq, Plots
# Half-life of Carbon-14 is 5730 years.
c = 5.730
# Setup
u0 = 1.0
tspan = (0.0, 1.0)
# Define the problem
radioactivedecay(u, p, t) = -c*u
# Pass to solver
prob = ODEProblem(radioactivedecay, u0, tspan)
sol = solve(prob, Tsit5();
reltol=1e-8, abstol=1e-8)
plot(sol.t, sol.u;
ylabel="u(t)", xlabel="t", lw=2, legend=false)
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Code reinterpretation & self-implementing features
using OrdinaryDiffEq, Measurements, Plots
# Half-life of Carbon-14 is 5730 years.
c = 5.730 ± 2
# Setup
u0 = 1.0 ± 0.1
tspan = (0.0, 1.0)
# Define the problem
radioactivedecay(u, p, t) = -c*u
# Pass to solver
prob = ODEProblem(radioactivedecay, u0, tspan)
sol = solve(prob, Tsit5();
reltol=1e-8, abstol=1e-8)
plot(sol.t, sol.u;
ylabel="u(t)", xlabel="t", lw=2, legend=false)

User says: I want to track measurement error
Numerics adapts, plotting adapts
No prior discussion with/amongst package maintainers to
“make this happen”

Measurement.jl reinterprets floating-point operations
In some sense this feature “implemented itself”
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and composable software
Separation of what and how:
Hardware & architecture (CS)
Algorithms (mathematics)
Model building (physics)
Interactive scripting (application scientists)

⇒ Cross-disciplinary expertise can compose in one code
Modelling and algorithm code stays high-level
Appropriate specialisations unlock performance
We can add them gradually as needed

Algorithmic differentiation support
Automatically compute loss functions, gradients, sensitivities
Just a different how for the same what (code)
⇒ Works across code bases and packages
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Aside:

package manager and binary dependencies
makes no compromises in reproducibility
Package environments automatically tracked in plain-text files
(Can be committed along code)

Includes python & foreign-code binaries

Difficulty: Integration with HPC clusters:
E.g. making use of vendor-specific MPI / BLAS libraries
solution: trampoline libraries
BLAS & MPI libraries can be switched at runtime
⇒ Sane defaults for laptops & flexibility

Some pain points remain:
Default binaries cannot make full use of hardware
Automatic detection of vendor libraries
19 / 31
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Does this work in practice?
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Density-functional theory in one slide
Goal: Understand electronic structures (Many-body quantum system)
DFT approximation: Effective single-particle model



1


∀i ∈ 1 . . . N : − ∆ + V (ρΦ ) ψi = εi ψi ,



2




V (ρ) = Vnuc + vC ρ + VXC (ρ),

N
X
2


ρ
=
|ψi | ,

Φ



i=1


N



Φ = (ψ1 , . . . , ψN ) ∈ L2 (R3 , C) orthogonal
nuclear attraction Vnuc , exchange-correlation VXC , Hartree potential −∆ (vC ρ) = 4πρ

Periodic boundary conditions & plane-wave discretisations
Self-consistent field (SCF): Fixed-point problem F (ρ) = ρ, solved:
ρn+1 = ρn + αP −1 [F (ρn ) − ρn ]
Hits plenty of “non-“s:

Non-convex, non-linear, non-local, non-smooth
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Density-functional toolkit1 — https://dftk.org
code for plane-wave DFT, started in 2019
Fully composable due to

highperformance
computing

materials
simulations

Low barriers for cross-disciplinary research:
Allows restriction to relevant model problems,
and scale-up to application regime (1000 electrons)

DFTK

numerical
analysis

abstractions:

Arbitrary precision (32bit, >64bit, . . . )
Algorithmic differentiation (AD)
HPC tools: GPU acceleration, MPI parallelisation

novel
scientific
models

Sizeable feature set in 7000 lines of code
Including some unique features (Self-adapting algorithms)

Accessible high-productivity research framework:
HΨ = EΨ

Key code contributions by undegrads / PhD students
AD support in 10 weeks (CS Bachelor)
GPU support in 10 weeks (Physics Bachelor)
Relevant contributions from outside collab. circle
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Robust & efficient algorithms
Fe2 MnAl Heusler alloy
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First-principle properties of metals
Schur-complement approach to
perturbation theory2

LDOS preconditioner1 :
Parameter-free and self-adapting

(exploits partially converged states)

ca. 50% less iterations

ca. 40% less iterations

⇒ Maths / physics collaboration:
Exchange of ideas between simplified & practical settings crucial
1

MFH, A. Levitt. J. Phys. Condens. Matter 33, 085503 (2021).

2

E. Cancès, MFH, et. al. Num. stability and efficiency of response property calculations in DFT arXiv:2210.04512.
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New features from generic code: Sensitivity analysis
function dft_energy(a, θ)
model = Model(a, PbeExchange(θ), ...)
scf(model).energies.total
end
optimise_lattice(θ) = optimise(a -> dft_energy(a, θ))
sensitivities =
ForwardDiff.gradient(optimise_lattice, θ)

a∗ = arg min E(a, θ)
a

sensitivities =

da∗
dθ

Arbitrary, user-desired derivatives in one line of code
Three nested layers of iterative solvers
Almost a byproduct of our generic
implementation
(main addendum: Stable response solver)

Breaks “one PhD student per derivative” paradigm
⇒ New properties/derivatives by non-DFT experts!

Avoids combinatorial explosion
Future models automatically supported
. . . so are unusual derivatives

⇒ Setting the scene for new approaches:
Sensitivity analysis & UQ, data-enhanced models
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Keeping

DFTK

accessible

Stress =



∂E P∗ , (I + M) L
1
det(L)
∂M

M=0

# Run SCF, get P*
scfres = self_consistent_field(basis)
L = basis.model.lattice
stress = 1/det(L) * gradient(
M -> recompute_energy(
scfres, (I + M) * L),
zero(L)
)

Stress computation (Definition vs.
code)1
Post-processing step ⇒ Not performance critical
Comparison of implementation complexity:
DFTK :

30 lines (using AD)1

Quantum-Espresso: 1700 lines2

Implementation: Part of 10-week GSoC project by CS Bachelor
Student had little prior experience in the field
1

https://github.com/JuliaMolSim/DFTK.jl/blob/master/src/postprocess/stresses.jl

2

https://github.com/QEF/q-e/blob/develop/PW/src
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GPU support in

DFTK

10-week GSoC project
< 500 lines changed
Use
’s HPC abstractions to
target all of CUDA, ROCm, oneAPI
Painless installation and setup
Collaboration with
CS, physics & maths

lab:

basis = PlaneWaveBasis(model; Ecut=30, kgrid=(1, 1, 1),
array_type=CuArray)
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DFTK :

Bringing mathematical research to the applications

Mathematical works with

DFTK

Self-adapting black-box DFT methodsa,b
Numerical analysis of DFTc,d
Practical error boundse,f

Growing
user base:

Community integration: JuliaMolSim & AtomsBase
interfaces and data structures for materials modelling

Increasing momentum
300 stars & 25 contributers since 2019
Including feature requests (and implementations) from
mathematicians and application scientists

Outreach and teaching:

DFTK

summer school in 2022

United CS, maths, physics, chemistry, materials
a

MFH, A. Levitt. J. Phys. Condens. Matter 33, 085503 (2021).

b

MFH, A. Levitt. J. Comput. Phys. 459, 111127 (2022).

c

E. Cancès, G. Kemlin et. al. J. Matrix Anal. Appl., 42, 243 (2021).

d

E. Cancès, MFH, et. al. Num. stability and efficiency of response property calculations in DFT arXiv:2210.04512.

e

MFH, A. Levitt, E. Cancès. Faraday Discus. 223, 227 (2020).

f

E. Cancès, G. Dusson et. al. arxiv 2111.01470v1.
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Summary

https://michael-herbst.com/slides/mardi22

People compose if software composes
Cross-disciplinary ideas should not fail due to software
Key ingredient: Separating what and how
⇒ Better collaboration by separation of concern

Making composable software the primary
. . . and less papers or performance
Change of culture: Reviewing, funding, hiring

What makes

codes so composable?

Specialisation: Performance & hardware specifics
Abstraction: Code becomes the math
Multiple dispatch: Reuse existing code (e.g. AD)

High-throughput materials modelling
Opportunities for cross-disciplinary research
Software community-centred: Integration & collaboration barrier
DFTK stimulates cross-community collaborations
DFTK : One code for reduced problems & applications
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Questions?
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 mfherbst
herbst@acom.rwth-aachen.de
 https://michael-herbst.com/blog

DFTK

https://dftk.org
https://michael-herbst.com/learn-julia

Note: I will change affiliation in March 2023
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